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Abstract-Expectedto the advances in clustering technologies, the real time information of temperature in different 

locations, which located in database, proposed a new challenge in research. Identifying action of potentialpatterns is 

shown to be useful in learning interaction between moving objects. Tedious and inefficient in pattern discovery limitation 

get overcome. The main observation is that various trajectory patterns can be organized according to thepowerof 

temporal constraints. The temporal constrain propose a unifying framework of mining various patterns of trajectory 

temporal tightness, which is also call unifying trajectory patterns (UT patterns). Mining UT-patterns is scheduled based 

on a unifying framework, and grouped into three types. The three types wrap a large range of temporal tightness. 

Tospread the above three types, the structure goes through two phases named as initial pattern discovery and granularity 

adjustment. For the first phase a super set of first UT-patterns get discovered using initial pattern generation algorithm. 

The algorithm uses spatial and temporal constraints for original UT-pattern discovery. In second phase get adjusted by 

using the algorithm UT-pattern mine. UT-patterns are implemented along with the temperature sensor. The temperature 

sensors sense the temperature of various locations and stored inside the database with the properties name of the place, 

date and time. The sensor sense the temperature and convert into encrypted data then stored inside the database. While 

mining performed inside the database by using the keywords such as name and date the UT-patterns provide the unique 

values from the sensor data. 
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